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ARIZ EXAMS MRCOG-2 Orientation Session 

 

Introduction  

  

We take pride in teaching latest content with teach-to-test approach. Our pass percentage 

is 85%. Candidates who read books are at a disadvantage because of outdated information, 

time consuming reading and unable to make sense of material from question point of view. 

Ariz Exams team helps candidates to understand what is being asked in the question, 

which most of them find difficult to understand. These are some of the premium features of 

our courses which distinguishes us from other courses.   

 

It is our observation that majority of doctors who come to attend courses with us have 

failed on borderline (i.e. by a couple of marks) in their previous exam attempt. It is very 

difficult to identify weaknesses of such candidates who are well prepared and are 

answering 60-70 percent questions correctly in MRCOG-2 exam but somehow have failed 

by two or three marks.  

 

Ariz team has developed strategies and tactics, which help its course attendees to improve 

such areas. Ariz Exams is now proud to report that more than 80 percent of our students in 

MRCOG UK, MRCPI Ob/Gyn Ireland and Arab Board pass their exams in first attempt. 

Unfortunately, those left behind are unable to clear their exams mostly due to non-

academic reasons such as job situations (duty roasters, emergency calls) domestic 

circumstances (new parents, sick dependants etc), social situations and or lack of 

information about the Ariz Exams.  

 

We take this opportunity to introduce you to salient features of our MRCOG courses:  

 

1. The information is updated with every change by the College including recent advances  

 

2. Important resources for exam preparation: 

    . Greentop Guidelines 

    . Nice Guidelines 

    . The Obstetrician and Gynaecologist 

    . Best Practice Guidelines 

    . Scientific Impact Papers 

    . RCOG Consent Forms,  

    . Patient Information Leaflets 

    . ESHRE Guidelines  

 

3. How to use important resources. It is very difficult and time consuming to go through 

important resources in limited time. We will help you make sense of it including what and 

whatnot to read: 

   . Summarizing lengthy guidelines 

   . Using statistics from guidelines and other College material 

   . Selecting and preparing important topics from ToGs (previous three years) 
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4. Practice with questions (300 EMQs, 500 SBAs online) 

 

5. Last three years recalls  

 

6. Use of recall questions to help you understand the topic rather than memorizing single 

answer 

 

7. Timed mock exams to prepare for actual exam 

 

8. Strategies for Passing Exams 

        a. Start preparing one year before the exam including collection of material given  

            above 

        b. Familiarizing with exam patterns 

        c. Learn use of computer and accessing online resources  

9. Have ample opportunities to practice EMQs and SBAs.  

 

10. Material will be provided through different resources including e-mail, the Ariz Exams 

website. 

 

11. Counseling on utilization of time effectively   

 

12. Logical approach is used to explain key aspects of the curriculum (basic sciences, 

clinical knowledge and applied knowledge) and then understand the knowledge required 

for the examination. For example, if we have to explain Venous thromboembolism, we will 

start from some basic information like steps of blood clotting, drugs affecting coagulation 

system and its application in OB/GYN patients.   build your clinical concept instead of 

memorizing so that you can answer questions in applied form.  
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Q1.  What is the mechanism of action of LMWH (Clexane)?  

Q2.  What is the benefit of prescribing LMWH in patients with high risk    

thrombophilia? 

Q3.  How will you bridge thromboprophylaxis? 

 

Basic science  Clinical knowledge Applied knowledge 

Anti-Xa activity How to choose between 

LMWH and UH 

How to use combination 

of drugs to optimally 

benefit your patient  

 

 So if you have a good concept you can easily answer SBAS and EMQS in MRCOG 2 exam 

by applying your clinical knowledge. 
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Now with 6-7 weeks in hand before your exam , ARIZ EXAMS can help you pass your 

exam with targeted efforts, concise information and effective time management. 
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Fee 500 USD 

 

If you do courses with the Ariz Exams, it will help maximize your chances of success in the 

MRCOG-2 UK examination.   

 

For questions and courses, you can contact Ariz Exams on:   arizmrcog@gmail.com  

It is recommended that you should attend one comprehensive course because attending 

several courses is not a guarantee for success.  

 

Finally, Ariz Team wishes you good luck for your future education and success in your 

exams.  

 

Thank you   
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